Dear Friends
Assalam o Alaikum & Greetings from Pakistan!
Muhammad (S.A.W), the last prophet, is the role model for humanity. Let’s spread his message to the world on 12th Rabi al
Awwal (the day he was born). You will find below the collection of sayings of Holy Prophet Muhammad (S.A.W). Each
Hadith is independent tweet. Please copy/paste each Hadith and tweet it on Twitter to spread message of Messenger of
Islam.
You can schedule/automate these tweets through www.hootsuite.com or www.twuffer.com. 12th Rabi al Awwal is on 14

th

January. Kindly schedule it from 6 am Tuesday (14th Jan).
Regards
Ashraf Chaudhry
Pakistan’s #1 Sales Trainer/Social Media Strategist
Join me on social media sites by clicking at http://xeeme.com/AshrafChaudhry.
[google me]
PS: I have personally collected these Hadiths from books/internet with great care. However, if there is any mistake, I beg
pardon and mercy from Allah.
PPS: Since Twitter is 140 characters medium, I am constrained to keep the hashtag as #MuhammadTheRoleModel.
The Muslim is he from whose tongue & hand other Muslims are safe. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
None of you believes till I’m dearer to him than his father, his child and all mankind. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
He who is not trustworthy has no Faith. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
He who does not keep his Covenant has no religion. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
What is Faith? When your good deed pleases you and your evil deed grieves you, you are a believer. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
What is Sin? When a thing disturbs (the peace of) your heart, give it up. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Major sins are associating other objects of worship with Allah, disobedience to parents, murder, and deliberate perjury.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
There are three signs of a hypocrite: when speaks lies, he breaks promise, and he betrays his trust. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
He who goes out in search of knowledge is in Allah's path till he returns. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The search of knowledge is an obligation laid on every Muslim. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The worst person in Allah's sight on the Day of Resurrection would be scholar who did not profit from his learning.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
A man is granted supplication provided he does not ask for anything sinful or for breaking ties of relationship.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
You have two characters which Allah likes; gentleness and deliberation. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Nothing but supplication averts the decree, and nothing but righteousness increases life. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

People will not sit remembering Allah without the angels surrounding them, mercy covering them, peace descending on them.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
He who remembers his Lord and he who does not are like the living and dead. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The distinguishing factor between kufr and Imaan is the deliberate neglect of Salaat. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Salaat (Prayer) is the key to heaven. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Salaat is acme (miraaj) of the Muslim. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The first act about which one will be questioned on the Day of Qiyammah will be Salaat. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Whoever guards the five Salaat while believing that the Salaat is the Right of Allah, will enter Jannat. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
A time will come to mankind when man will not care whether what he gets comes from a lawful or an unlawful source.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
Salaat on the Day of Qiyaamah, will be a light, a proof for the one who guarded it. He who neglects Salaat, will have no light.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
No body which has been nourished with what is unlawful will enter paradise. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The truthful and trusty merchant is associated with the prophets, the upright and the martyrs. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
He who begs the property of others to increase his own is asking only for live coals, so let him ask little as much.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
If anyone guarantees me that he will not beg from people, I will guarantee him paradise. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
If you spend (to help others), O son of Adam! I [Allah] shall spend on you. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
It is better for a man to give a dirham as Sadqa during his lifetime than to give a hundred at the time of his death.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
Do not consider any act of kindness insignificant, even meeting your brother with a cheerful face. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Sadqa given to a poor man is just Sadqa, but when given to a relative it serves a double purpose, being both Sadqa and a connecting
link. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
If anyone keeps goods till the price rises, he is a sinner. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
He who brings goods for sale is blessed with good fortune, but he who keeps them till the price rises is accursed.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
If anyone withholds grain for forty days thereby desiring a high price, has renounced Allah and Allah has renounced him.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
The man who withholds goods is evil. If Allah lowers prices he is grieved, and if He raises then he is happy.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
He who grants a respite to one who is in straightened circumstances or who remits his debt, will be saved.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
Every fault but a debt will be forgiven to a martyr. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
A believer's soul is attached to his debt till it is paid. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

A time is coming to mankind when only the receiver of usury will remain and if he does not receive it, some of its vapour will reach
him. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
A dirham which a man knowingly receives in usury is more serious (a crime) than thirty-six acts of fornication.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
When a man makes a loan to another, he must not accept a present. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Even though usury be much it leads in the end to penury. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The whole world is to be enjoyed, but the best thing in the world is a pious woman. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
When a man marries, he has fulfilled half of the religion, so let him fear Allah regarding the remaining half.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
A believer must not hate his wife, and if he is displeased with one bad quality in her, then let him be pleased with one that is good in
her. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Among the believers who show most perfect faith are those who have best disposition and are kindest to their families.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
If any woman asks her husband for divorce without some strong reason, the odor of paradise will be forbidden for her.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
The lawful thing Allah hates most is divorce. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Allah has created nothing on the face of the earth more hateful to Him than divorce. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
A creature is not to be obeyed when it involves disobedience to the Creator. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The most excellent jihad is when one speaks a true word in the presence of a tyrannical ruler. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
As you will be so will you have rulers put over you. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
No judge must give judgment between two people when he is angry. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The man who is most hateful to Allah is the one who quarrels and disputes most. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
If anyone claims what is not his, he does not belong to us, and let him come to his seat in hell. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The one who adulterated (mixed impure things with pure things) does not belong to us. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
A believer will continue to find ample scope in his religion as long as he does not kill anyone unlawfully.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
Shedding of blood will be the first matter about which judgment will be given on the Day of Resurrection.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
Allah may forgive every sin, except in the case of one who dies a polytheist, or one who purposely kills a believer.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
A man should accompany his guest to the door of the house. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Eat together and not separately, for the blessings is associated with the company. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Mention Allah's name, eat with your right hand and eat from what is next to you. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
When any of you eats, he should eat with his right hand and when he drinks he should drink with his right hand.

#MuhammadTheRoleModel
Never express disapproval of food; if you desire it eat it and if you dislike it, leave it alone. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Breathe three times in the course of a drink. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Don’t drink water while standing. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Do not leave a fire burning in your houses while you are asleep. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Feed the hungry, visit the sick and free the captive. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
One who is riding should salute one who is walking. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
One who is walking should salute one who is sitting. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Those who are nearest to Allah are they who are first to give a salutation. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
When you go into your family, give a salutation. It will be a blessing both to you and to your family. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
A man must not make another get up from his place and then occupy it himself, but you should spread out and make room.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel

If anyone gets up from where he has been sitting and comes back, he has no right to it. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
It is not allowable for a man to come in between two people without their permission. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
One who cuts ties of relationship will not enter paradise. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The Lord's good pleasure results from a father's good pleasure, and the Lord's displeasure results from the father's displeasure.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
By Him in Whose hand my soul is, a man does not believe till he likes for his brother what he likes for himself.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
Those who are merciful have mercy shown them by the Compassionate One. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
If you show mercy to those who are in the earth, He Who is in heaven will show mercy to you. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The best house among the Muslims is the one, which contains an orphan who is well treated. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The believer is not the one who eats his fill when the neighbor beside him is hungry. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The finest act of goodness is that a person should treat kindly the loved ones of his father. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Put hand on orphan's head and feed the poor. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Reviling a Muslim is disobedience to Allah, and fighting with him is infidelity. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
It is not befitting for an eminently truthful man to be a reviler. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
A mischief maker will not enter paradise. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Truth leads to good deeds and good deeds lead him who does them to paradise. Falsehood is wickedness and wickedness leads to
hell. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

Woe to him who tells things, speaking falsely, to make people laugh thereby! Woe to him! Woe to him!
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
Do you know the thing, which most commonly brings people into paradise? It is fear to Allah and good character.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
The one who is most honorable in Allah's estimation is the pious. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Avoid envy, for envy devours good deeds just as fire devours fuel. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Accursed is he who harms a believer, or acts deceitfully towards him. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
To harbor good thoughts (about a brother) is a part of well-conducted worship. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
He who is deprived of gentleness is deprived of good. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
I have been sent to perfect good character. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Among the best of you [are they] who have the best character. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Modesty is part of faith and faith is in paradise. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Obscenity is part of hardness of heart and hardness of heart is in hell. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The believers whose faith is most perfect are those who have the best character. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Allah will not show mercy to him who does not show mercy to others. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
If anyone cares for two girls till they grow up, he will be close to me on the Day of Resurrection like two fingers.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
Believers are to one another like a building whose parts support one other. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
All Muslims are brothers of each others. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
A believer is not stung twice from the same hole. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
You have two characters which Allah likes; gentleness and deliberation. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Allah does not look at your forms and possessions, but He looks at your hearts and your deeds. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
When a man prays publicly in a good manner and prays secretly in a good manner, Allah says, "This is My servant indeed.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
The strong man is not the good wrestler; the strong man is only the one who controls himself when he is angry.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
He is a bad man who is proud and puts on airs and forgets the Most Great and Sublime One. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
He who has in his heart as much faith as a grain of mustard seed will not enter hell. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
When one of you becomes angry while standing, he should sit down. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Allah grants a respite to the oppressor, but when He finally seizes him, He will not let him escape. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
If anyone walks with an oppressor to strengthen, knowing that he is an oppressor, he has gone forth from Islam.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel

Oppression will produce excessive darkness on the Day of Resurrection. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
A believer wishes for his brother what he wishes for himself. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Fear Allah wherever you are, and follow up a bad deed with a good deed and it will wipe it out, and behave well towards people.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
All innovations (biddat) in religion are ignorance. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
If anyone amasses wealth thu haram means and then gives charity from it, there is no regard for him and the burden of sins remains.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
A time will come when people will devour usury, calling it "trade." #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Actions will be judged by intentions, and everyone will be recompensed according to what he intended.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
By Allah, if Fatimah, the daughter of Muhammad, were to steal, I would have her hand cut off. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Allah has ordained kindness in everything. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Every intoxicant is khamr (that befogs mind) and every khamr is haram (illegal). #MuhammadTheRoleModel

Whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day must not sit at a table at which khamr (that befogs mind) is consumed.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
Cleanse yourself, for Islam is cleanliness. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Cleanliness is half of Belief. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
If you can afford it, it is befitting that you wear garments other than your working clothes to Friday prayer.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
On the day of Resurrection, Allah will not look at the person who trails his robe behind him out of pride.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
Pride is to reject the truth and to view other people with contempt. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Do not stand up as the Persians do, some people honoring the others. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Do not make my grave a site for festivals. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
O Lord, do not let my grave be made into an idol to be worshipped. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
No one earns his food better than the one who worked with his hands. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
A person who strives to earn his livelihood (kaasib) is friend of Allah. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
An honest and trustworthy merchant will be with the martyrs on the Day of Resurrection. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The eyes also commit adultery/zina , and their zina is the lustful look. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Among lawful things divorce is most hated by Allah. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Put hand or handkerchief while sneezing and say Alhamdolillah. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

The best way is moderate way. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
O’ my Lord, increase my knowledge. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
A believer is not a fault-finder. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
He is not one of us who turns a woman against her husband. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The best remembrance of Allah is La ilaha illallah. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
A person is likely to follow the faith of his friend, so look whom you befriend. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The adultery of the eyes is looking (at that) which is forbidden. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
I command you (men) to take care of women. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The likeness of the one who Remembers his Lord and the one who does not remember Him is like that between the living and the
dead. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

No disease Allah created, but that He created its treatment. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

Satan lies in wait for man on every one of his paths. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

Charity extinguishes sins as water extinguishes fire. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

Do not rejoice over the troubles of your brother, lest Allah might have mercy on him and involve you in this trouble.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel

Study Qur'an (regularly) for it will act as an intercessor and entreat for its readers on the Day of Judgment.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel

None of u should urinate in still water (ponds etc). #MuhammadTheRoleModel
A person who goes in search of knowledge, he is in the path of Allah and he remains so till he returns. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Do not shut your money bag, otherwise Allah too will withold his blessings from you. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
No prayer is more heavy (harder) for the hypocrites than the Fajr and Isha prayers. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
May Allah illuminate (the face of) a person who hears my saying, memorizes it, understands it and conveys it as he has heard it.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
Cheering your Muslim brother, paying his debt and feeding him are best of the deeds. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
There is no good in the person who does not treat his guests well. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Your Father is one of the best doors of Paradise. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

Troubling your neighbor reduce your good deeds like the sun reduces ice. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

Fasting is not (merely abstaining) from eating and drinking, rather it is (abstaining) from ignorant and indecent speech.

#MuhammadTheRoleModel
There is a gate in Paradise called Ar-Raiyan, and only those who observe fasts will enter through it on the day of resurrection, none
else. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The best of them (believers) are those who treat their women the best. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
When the month of Ramadan starts, the gates of Heaven are opened and the gates of Hell are closed and the devils are chained.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
If someone offers perfume, do not reject it, for it is light to carry and has a sweet scent. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
You should not recite the Qur'an loudly over each other. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Do not take the graves as places of worship. Indeed I forbid you from this. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Let him who believes in Allah and the Last Day either speak good or keep silent. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
O people! Repent to Allah, for I repent to Allah one hundred times each day. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The young should greet the old, the passer by should greet the one who is seated, and the smaller group should greet the numerous
group. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

He who is devoid of Kind-heartedness is devoid of any goodness. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

Whoever is given daughters and treats them kindly then they will be as a shield for him from the fire (of hell).
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
The better of the two (Muslims) is the one who greets the other first. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
The worst of the people are the two faced, who appear to some with one face and to the others with another face.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
When a Muslim visits his sick Muslim brother; he will remain in a garden of Paradise until he returns. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Allah dislikes 3 things for you: gossiping, begging and wasting the wealth. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Avoid swearing when negotiating a sale, it gains the sale but it negates the blessing in it. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
No servant of (Allah) will have attained faith until he loves his neighbor. #MuhammadTheRoleModel
Whoever brought his (Muslim) brother out of a discomfort, Allah will bring him out of the discomforts of the Day of Resurrection.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel
Whoever fulfills the needs of his (Muslim) brother, Allah will fulfill his needs. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

I am closer to the believers than their own selves, in this world and in the Hereafter. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

He who obeys me, obeys Allah and he who disobeys me, disobeys Allah. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

A Muslim is a brother of another Muslim, so he should not opress him, nor hand him over to an oppressor.
#MuhammadTheRoleModel

The best amongst you is he who pays the rights of others handsomely. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

An eye that weeps from the fear of Allah, is forbidden from (entering the hell) fire. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

Be good to your neighbor, and you will be a believer. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

Powerful is not the one who wins in arena, rather powerful is one who controls anger. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

The one who drinks alcohol is like the worshipper of an Idol. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

If Allah wants to create something, nothing can prevent Him from doing so. #MuhammadTheRoleModel

